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Abstract

The spectraldimibution of the diffusereflectanceof five
-- --- Non-Tumoroussizesof polystyrene microspheres has been measured

with an elastic scatter spec_ometer designed foroptical _ Tumorous
biopsy of living tissue. The microsphere sizes are _ ,_

representative of the suspected scattering centers in d
living tissue. The experiment data are discussed and t-in s t.
interpreted in the framework of Mie scattering theory ,-, ,w _, -_
and Monte-Carlo transport analysis. Present results ._ /
support the assertion that Mie theory is necessary to
describe the spectral features of elastic scatter
spectroscopyin tissue.

Introduction 300 400 $00 600 700
We have builta Wototypeoptical biopsy system (OBS) Wavelength nm
capable of discriminating among tissue types and
conditions. The OBS is based on elastic scatter
spectroscopy. Photons entering a tissue may be Figure 1. Thesespectraareaveragesfromone patienL
elastically scattered,inelasticallyscattered,or abscwbed.
In general, the scattering-cross-section is about 100 Most analytical models of the interaction of light
times greater than the absorption-cross-section. It is with tissue have employed the radiative transport
thereforeexpected that the amplitude and wavelength equation or approximations to it such as the PI
distributionofpbotons emergingfron_the tissuedepend approximation (diffusion theory) and the P3
uponthe cellularandsub-cellularstructure of the tissue approximation. AlternativelyMonte-Carlo simulations
as well as the tissue biochemistry. Since changes in have been used. In the Pl and P3 approximationsonly
cellular architecture are often associated with tissue the first few termsof a sphericalharmonicexpansionof
pathologies, such as malignancy, elastic scatter the light fluence are used. Therefore. these

spectroscopy is a potential diagnostic tool for approximations are inaccurate for light distributions [
malignancy and other tissue abnormalities. This which are far from isotropic which is the case for the
system proved successful in an in vivo study of OBS geometry. The P3 approximation, however, is a
patientsknown to have bladder tissue abnormalities.1 significant improvementover thePI approximation and
Figure 1 illustratesthe elasticscatterspectra of typical is in closer agreement with Monte.Carlo simulations.2
bladdertissues examinedin the/a vivo study. The trace Monte-Carlosimulationsare,however, used exclusively
labeled non-tumorous includes both normal and in this study.
abnormaltissues spectra from one patient. The trace Cellular components of tissue that areexpected to
labeledtumorousb theaverage of the malignanttissue contribute the majority of the elastic scattering events
spectrafromthatpatient have dimensions comparable with or larger than the

wavelengths of the spectral band used to probe the
I
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" tissue (300-1000 p). Tbereforc, the dominantscaUcring lsig is the spectrometersigmd of in_, Ioffset sig. is
characteristics are best described by Mie theory or spectrometer offset when measuring the signal,
multiplescaua'ing extensions of Mie theory, loffset ref. is the offset when measuring the reference.

Although the panicle size to wavelength ratio in and lref. is the signal from the diffuse reflector. The
tissue is such that Mie theory is applicable, only a few offsets arise from the CCD darkcurrentand dc offsets
inVest/gatorshave used Mie theory for the prediction of fromreadoutelectronics. Figure 2 shows representative
optical parameters or compared measured values with spectra.
those predictedby Mie theory. Graaff et al. derived an
sutalyticalexpression for the reduced scattering cross
section Os'= os(l-g) (for a q_ecific range of relative
refractiveindex and size parameteO.3 Measurementsof

,ms

the angular fight scattering distribution for a dilute m
solutionof particlesagreedwith Mie theorypredictions "
for both red blood cells and hollow latcx sphere. 4.$ _ 4.**.,,

Experimentally measured values of _s for a solutionof m _'"" _,• _,_,• •
polystyrene spheres were within 20% of the values __
determinedfrom M/e theorycalculations from 300-700 |
nm.6 w,mm

We are reporting experimental measurements of
elastic scatter from suspensions of polystyrene
microspberesandinitialeffortstomodelthemeasured 400 600 S00
elastic scauer spectra. We used Mie theoryto determine
the angularand amplitude scattering woperties of the Wavelength am
_res and Monte-Carlocomputationto describe the
resultantphotontranspotl. Data Analysis

The sphere suspension were prepared at specific
gxperimemtal Procedures concentration of spheres by weight. In retrospect it
We measured the elastic scatter spectra of aqueous would have been better to prepare suspensions of
suspensions of mono disperse polystyrene spheres of constant panicle number density. The Monte-Carlo
five different radii( 0.24, 0.48, 1.02, 1A6, and l.g5 _t) mmslxm model will assung thatIts=NsAsQscat where
and several concentzitions. Concentrations measured Qscat is the scat_ring efficiency of Mie theory, Ns is
ranged from 1 to 0.03% by weight. Corresponding the sphere number density, and As is the sphere cross-
mean panicle separation range from 3.8 to 12.2 sectional-area. The quantityNsA s is proportional to
diameters which is only a few microns for the more Ra-1 where Ra is the sphere radiusand is a constantfor
concentratedsus_ of thesmallerspheres, fixed suspensionconcentrationand spheremass density.

The elastic scatta spectrometer is composed of a It is therefore useful (assuming that detected scatter
broad band source ( xenon arc lamp) delivered to the amplitude is Woportional to ttO to display the scatter
specimen by a 500 _t optical fiber and a CCD array spectramultiplied by the sphere radiusas in Figure 3
spectrometer for analyzing fight picked up by a 200 _t below.
fiberincloseproximitytothesourcefiber.Bothfibers
ire placod in contact with or immersedin the specimen 1. $ I i • i • i •
as appt_ria_.Photonsenteringthespecimen interact !primarily by multiple scattering off the suspended
spheres. Absorption is weak and most photons m

eventually emerge from the suspension. A small ,_ 1.0 .fractionof the photons enterthe specw0meterfiberafter o
multiple scattering events and are analyzed in the

spectmngter.The spectral response of the spectrometer, xenon 0. $ I, . -",,.. _ ".-..,

mp. Ummdfrom r- ,. ,0.,.'by dividing by the signal obtained from a reference lg .0__ * • ,. ,.. ,, ,,t, • _]
diffuse reflector. The procedure is given by the | 0._T'_ "- _,_-"m",41 -.,._'I
following equation: _ O.0

400 600 g00

Iq. - l_mq. Waveleasth am

I(_)= I._- I.,r=,e Figure3. These spectraIre for the 1% suspensionsof
• " the polystyrenespheres.
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Figure3 shows the characterof the scatterspectraforall The OBS geometry is such that diffusion theory is
sizes in I% suspensions. The spectra of other no/app_ble. Figure 5 compares a single wavelength
concentrations are similar. For each concentration, photon absorptionprof'degenerated by a Monte-Carlo
there is a maximum in the scatter spectrum at a computation with the geometry of the OBS sourceand
wavelength which increases with sphere radius. If the detector fibers. It is readily seen that the radiation
observed scauer signal were strictly proix_onal to Ps, paUemis far from isotropicat the probeposition.
thescattersignalwouldbeidenticalasafunctionofsize
parameter (X = 2mlsRs/'A), Examination of the
observed scaUerspectrareveals thatthe maximsarenot
the same amplitude and do not occur at the same X.
The concentrationdependencefor the amplitude of the Ps=N
scatterspectrais also weaker than thatof Ps. Figure4
below, shows the relationship between Qext and e ..s
measuredelastic scatterspectrafor spheres with Rs of
1.85 and 1.46 g.

, i
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Figure 5. Absorption profile from Monte.Carlo
computationusing a Henyey-Oreenstein phase function.

23 30 35 The Monte-Carlo code is a simplified version of the

size parameter (2z r n / _,) code distributedby Wang and Jacques.8 The Wesent
code interpolates a table of cumulative probability

Figure 4. The scatter signals for the 1.46 and 1.85 _t distribution for the angular scatter from Mie
radiussphereshavethe ripplestructurepresentin Qext. computations. For the OBS simulation, only those

photons leaving the medium directly under the
The ripple is periodic in X with period dependent on spec_eter probe (in practice we count those exiting
relative refractive index (In), but independent of the at the annulusdefined by the probe) arecounted. The
sphereradius. This ripple is also presentfor the smaller computationis of cotne telgated foreach wavelength.
spheres and is insensitive to sphere concentration. Several complications in these simulations result
Mixing suspensions of different size spheressuplaesses from the very low values of absorptioncoefficients of
the ripple. Figure 4 also clearly makes the point that all constituentsof the s_ons relative mgs. Since
thescatteramplitudedoes notscale direcdy withPs. scattering is dominant, the photon experiences many

interactionsbefore being absorbed. In initial simulation
Modeling efforts_ here,the _ was trackeduntil it was

The sphere radii are such thatMie theory is absorbedor escapedfromthemedium. Theconsequence
necessary to describe the scattering amplitudes and was excessive computationaltime, By keeping mgk of
angulardistributions. Bcten andHuffmangive a useful the number of interactionsexperienc_l by the photons
computational algorithm for Qext, Qscat and the entering the detector fiber, it is observedthatthe mean
angular distribution of the scatter amplitude.? We numberof interactions of the detected photons is much
modified their code to generate cumulativeprobability smaller than thatfor a typical photon. Examinationof
distributions for the angular scatterwhich are used in the distribution of the number of interactions may
Monte.Carlo photon propagation computations. The suggest a more efficient termination criterion. The

•dified code gives the same scat_ coefficients as the second complicationof small Pa is seen in if a large Pa
original for the sample calculation of the authors, The is forced. In that case the scatter spectzum tends to
Monte-Cado_on code also uses _s=NsAsQsr_ follow tts closely. The implication is thatPetneeds to
and ga=NsAs(Qext-Qscat)+ gain derived from Qext, be well known which is not the case for the
Qscat,andthe medium_ (Pare). suspensions studied here. This might best be

accomplished by introducing a well known absorber
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into the suspension. Figure 6 shows two initial efforts The OBS scatterspectraof the spheresolutions all
at simulation, exhibit the ripple structm_predictedby Mie scattering

theory. The larger amplitude and _r wavelength
structure commonly referred m as the interference
structureis not obvious in the OBS scatt_ spectra. The
simulations shown here use arbitraryvalues for I.tafor
reasons alreadydiscussed. This may be responsible for

o..e • also possible thatmultiplescatteringeffects play a role,
oo the failure to predict the observed scatter spectra. It is

but the sphere concentrationdependence in the spectrawas too weak to supportthis explanation. The presence
of theripple structuresupporttheneed for incoflx_g
Mie theory into models of photon_ in tissue.
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Fig'J_C7. The measured and simulated scatterspectra
have thesame rippk structure.
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